wedding
FIND YOUR DREAM PHOTOGRAPHER

[ step by step guide ]

note from me

Your wedding photographs will be treasured for
decades, and with this notion, comes a responsibility
to choose a photographer you can entrust with these
precious memories. This can feel daunting.
I've compiled my 17 years of experience into this
photography guide, to help simplify this new
process, to give you easy icebreaker discussion
questions and to walk you through all of the steps
leading up to your wedding day. By the end,
you’ll be excited and confident in your wedding
photographer choice!
Let's get started!

www.meganclouse.com
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01 / style
four examples of common
wedding photography styles.

classic
capturing the moments while lightly
guiding the location for the most
flattering light and backdrop.
images by megan clouse

artistic
edited and captured with a little
more earthy, moody, artistic quality.
images courtesy of unsplash:
photo nic co + oroush karimi

photo-journalistic
more of a purest approach, capturing
moments as they happen and generally
in a more wide lens fashion.
images courtesy of unsplash:
lucija ros + ben waardenburg

dramatic
generally more heavily posed with
dramatic shadows, light and flash,
and typically with more vibrant colors.
images courtesy of unsplash:
ivan cabanas + hisu lee

WRITTEN BY JESSICA PARK. PHOTOS BY LEE MIN-HAN.

style
Well first of all, I'm so glad you are considering my photography for your
wedding! I want to begin by talking about style, because it will be the
foundation and the look of your wedding photographs. My style is
considered Classic with a little bit of Artistic posing sprinkled in, but there
are other wonderful styles as well.
So, what happens if you love my style, but want to make really-sure you
feel confident in your choice? Here are a few ways you can narrow down
your style options, because in the end, I want you to feel absolutely
confident and excited in your final style and photographer choice.
(Feel free to peek at the page before and look at the styles again.)
1. Oh wow! When searching through my website or online, listen closely to
your under-your-breath reactions. If you find yourself gasping or saying
"oh wow", snap a photo or screenshot it for later.
2. Pattern. As you save more photos, scroll through them and start looking
for a pattern. Are all of the images soft and classic, or a bit more moody
and mysterious, or more dramatic or photojournalistic? If you see a
pattern, then this is your style!
3. Consistency. As you look through portfolios, blogs and Instagram
profiles, look for style consistency. A seasoned professional will have
honed their technique and individual style.
4. Don't force it. Just as a painter has a certain style, a photographer
naturally photographs in a certain way. Just because there is paint
readily available or a nice camera in hand, does not necessarily mean
that someone can change to fit your style. Even though it's tempting to
ask a photographer to change 'just a little' for your wants, it's my
recommendation to hire someone you love and let them create the
images of your dreams.
5. Your fiancé. If you've been searching solo, this is the time when you
bring in your fiancé for his or her opinion. That usually narrows down the
options quite a bit.
copyright meganclouse.com
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02 / inquiring
You've already begun the inquiry process with me and I'm thrilled! As you
reach out to more potential wedding vendors, I'd thought it would be
helpful to share a few inquiry tips that I've learned over the years.

1. Don't forget the basics. When emailing, give both of your names,
wedding date, venue, how did you hear about me, a fun tidbit, etc.

2. Inquire with heart! So why does heart matter? Photography is intimate.
We see you in your Spanx. We stand there snapping photos as you quietly
cry over the card your fiancé wrote to you. Wedding photographers are
artists who are overflowing with heart.
Want the honest truth? I receive over 100 inquiries a year but only
photograph 15-20 weddings a year. I will occasionally tell some inquiries
I'm not available, even though I am, just because of their impersonal
inquiry. I'd rather keep my date open for another couple that sounds like
someone I could adore.
Here are two real life inquires that I recently received:
(Includes date in subject line)
"Hello! Are you available this date? If so, what are your rates or packages?"
"Hi Megan, I am really impressed with your work and loved reading about
your childhood and journey to becoming a photographer. I'm wondering if
you're available during the day of Saturday, March 31 at the XYZ, in Glen
Ellen. The shoot would probably be around... "
Which couple do you think I'm excited to meet?

copyright meganclouse.com
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02 / inquiring
(continued))

3. Notice their replies. When your replies begin coming in, make a little
mental note on promptness, personability and overall professionalism.
This can be a good indicator of how your relationship will continue to be
with your photographer or vendor from beginning to end.

4. Already booked. If you find a couple of your top picks are already
booked (and if they initially don't offer any other photographer
suggestions) ask if they can recommend someone with a similar style and
approach. This can sometimes lead to someone that is a great fit for you
that you did not know about!
5. Out of budget. I'd like to talk about this. If you find that I'm out of your
budget range, please don't give up hope. Be really upfront about your
budget number and ask if I have any creative ideas to bridge the gap.
Here are 3 real life examples that have happened to me countless times:
Because of their awesome initial inquiry, I already liked them and wanted
to find a way to be a part of their wedding. (See it matters!)
I've also found creative ways to get closer to a budget by cutting an 8
hour proposal down to 6 hours. In some cases the dancing is the least
important element and there's almost always a hobbyist family member
who would love to become the evening photographer.
Lastly, if all else fails, I will refer a similar style photographer or associate
who is perhaps getting started and this can be a great fit!

copyright meganclouse.com
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03 / phone call
I've had countless couples say, "I don't know what to ask you" when
chatting for the first time, so I created some starter questions to help.
Just remember, it's a fun back and forth chat to see if we connect with
each other, not a scripted interview. Feel free to use these questions or
ask your own. I'll have lots of questions for you as well!

1. How long have you been photographing weddings?
More years is not necessarily better, but it’s a good starting point to get a
sense of experience. Keep this in mind and take this into consideration
when thinking about your overall expectations from your photographer.
My first few weddings in 2001 were captured beautifully and my couples
received lovely photographs, but I still had no idea what I was doing
compared to today. Experience can greatly add to your overall day!
2. Have you photographed at our venue?
Ok, here's the honest truth. You don't necessarily need a photographer
that knows your property inside and out. Every year I photograph at new
properties and to be quite honest, it's very exciting! What you do want to
ensure, is that your photographer arrives prepared; either having toured
the property recently or arrived amply early the day-of to walkabout.
3. Do you recommend a 2nd photographer for our wedding?
I’m a believer in quality over quantity, which means more is not always
better. In some cases the timeline is structured so that I'm able to capture
every moment and a 2nd photographer would be redundant. I’ve had
several weddings where I’ve actually deducted the 2nd photographer and
added more time to the wedding day schedule. This allowed me to
capture even more of the day! Let's chat about your specific hopes and
timeline.

copyright meganclouse.com
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03 / phone call
(continued)
4. How do you organize the family portraits? How much time is allotted?
I've heard countless horror stories about never-ending family portraits.
Does the photographer have an efficient plan for portraits? For me
personally, I gather family names about one month out and create a
detailed family portrait group list. Each photographer approaches this
slightly different, so listen to make sure their plan and timing sounds like a
good fit for you.
5. Do you use a flash(s)? When do you decide to use it or not?
On and off-camera flashes can be beautiful an helpful, and they can be
disruptive. When I photograph a sweet candid smile or a delicate tear
during the dad’s toast, I do not want to disrupt the moment or blind the
poor guest. But when everyone is having fun on the dance floor, I’ll be in
the midst of the energy with my flash. Ask to see specific examples and
consider this when making your final decision.
6. Should we do a "1st look"?
A 1st look is an intimate moment together before the ceremony. This new
tradition has its pros and cons and each photographer approaches this
topic with her own opinions and experiences.
Two of the biggest pros that I have witnessed, is that you’ll enjoy your
tears and laughter privately. The other reason is that it means you'll be
able to capture your family portraits before the ceremony, which allows
you to enjoy the cocktail reception. All those smiling faces will be ready to
congratulate and hug you and it's a wonderful time!
With that said, if you're an absolute traditionalist, there are some ways to
have the grand ceremony moments and still enjoy some of the cocktail
reception. I'm happy to work with either preference.
I've complied more pros and cons on the next two pages.

copyright meganclouse.com
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04 / 1st look
YES to a 1st look

1. If you’re a little shy and possibly a big cryer, it’s nice to shake off those
jitters and tears in a private setting. It's astounding how 99% of the preceremony jitters disappear when you see each other! Also, let your
photographer snap these moments from afar. They will likely be some of
your most tender, favorite photos.
2. Join your cocktail reception! Capturing your family and wedding party
portraits before the ceremony allows you to mingle, hug and laugh with all
of the people that traveled to see you.
3. I married my very best friend and spending 36 hours apart before the
wedding was like eternity. By the time I walked to the altar, I couldn’t wait
to say hi, to hug him, to ask how his night went. I even made an attempt at
whispering that I liked the tie he picked out and the officiant shooshed me.
If I could have done a 1st look, I would have.
4. Your photography timeline will likely need to increase which might
strain the budget. This also means your hair & makeup has to be done
earlier; in some cases 2-3 hours before the ceremony. Check with your
beauty team and wedding coordinator.
5. If guests are staying at the same property as you are, you might be seen
during the 1st look and family portrait session.

copyright meganclouse.com
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04 / 1st look
NO to a 1st look

1. I believe the number one reason why couples lean towards No is
because they envision that something will be diminished by seeing each
other before the wedding. I see a lot of subtle emotions through my
camera lens and every one of my couples who had a private moment
before, smiled just as big and seemed just as joyful as if it was the first
time seeing each other. With that said…
2. If you dream of that slow, breathtaking aisle moment and truly worry
about anything being lost if you stray from tradition, then say no and stand
firm. It’s the right choice for you.
3. Schedule your individual wedding party portraits before the ceremony
which will help save time later. Then coordinate your entire big-group
wedding party + immediate family portraits during the beginning of the
cocktail reception.
4. It's still possible to join your cocktail reception with some pre-planning
and possibly a slightly longer reception! I work with each of my couples
on a very short and efficient family portrait list and if it’s kept to immediate
family, all of those important groupings can be done in 20 minutes, which
still leaves time to mingle. (You might also need additional time to bustle
your gown before entering the reception.)
5. Ask a friend who recently married. Ask what they did. Were there pros
or cons? Would they do the same again?

copyright meganclouse.com
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05 / flags + qualities
What qualities or red flags should you be looking for? As you talk with
each photographer, you’ll find that some of your choices will naturally
cross off the list. But if by the end of your calls, you still do not have a
clear decision with happy stars and neon arrows, here are some questions
you can ask yourself.
1. Chatting and listening
Did your conversation flow easily? Was she listening, taking notes, and
engaged when you shared which elements are important to you? You
don't need a new best friend, but having some relate-abilility will help
you feel at ease on the wedding day.
2. Organized
Did your phone appointment come together as planned? Did any of the
email follow-up points happen as promised? I’ll admit, I love notes, lists
and check boxes, but not all photographers are organized. If you’re more
Type A, you might want a photographer that is also in that category. A
gifted artist might have stellar images and an excellent approach, but
might be more scattered. It’s ok. Just recognize what is ultimately
important to you.
3. Match your personality
We all have our own wonderful, unique personalities. Are you always
bursting with energy or are you more quiet and reserved? I find that
choosing a photographer that mirrors your personality can be wise. A loud,
chatty photographer might not be the best fit if you’re more subdued and
reserved. And the reverse can be true as well, if you want to be silly and
have fun don't choose a photographer that is really calm and quiet.
4. Reviews
Read through their reviews and look for recurring themes. Do many of the
reviews have similar comments such as, “She stayed calm throughout the
wedding.”; “She was warm, understanding, and accommodating”; "We love
all of our photos!!" These are qualities you will want!

copyright meganclouse.com
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06 / engagement
Do you two love the idea of engagement photos, or is your fiance
dreading the very thought? Some photographers include, some insist and
some offer. Find your perfect fit.

1. Do you need an engagement session to connect with me?
The majority of my couples are from out of state, so I have gotten quite
comfortable photographing couples for the first time on their wedding
day. With my years of experience, I've honed my techniques so that my
couples are relaxed and at ease.
With that said, having a personal connection is vitally important to me so
at the very least, I will get to know you over the phone and pair it with a
photo snapshot so I know how cute you are together.
2. Are you excited about an engagement session?
If you are both excited to have engagement photos, then let's collaborate
on locations and outfits and have a blast! Choosing a pretty location that is
personal to you is my favorite way to approach this session. And if you
have no idea on the location or what to wear, I'll give you lots of ideas!
3. Mini
You'd like to have some pretty photos to frame or use as save-the-date
announcements, but don't want to make it a big production. Does this
sound like you? All of the pretty photos, but not a lot of the fuss. Yippee!
4. Bonus Tip
Great photos begin before we start! Have fun with each other while
getting ready. Play your favorite tunes while driving to our meet-up
location. If you bicker or get annoyed with each other, you'll then be fake
smiling for me. I want you to look at your images with great remembrance,
and not how you argued about a wrinkled shirt or running late.
(I'll have more helpful tidbits if we work together.)

copyright meganclouse.com
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07 / splurge + skip
As a photographer who has witnessed many, many weddings, I just
wanted to share that the most beautiful detail of a wedding, is the one that
is perfect for you two. Splurge on the aspects that excite you. Skip the
traditions that don't interest you.

1. Splurge! If you both love the notion of epic wedding favors or grubbing
on late night snacks or hiring a famous record-spinning DJ, then go for it!
2. Skip. But if the thought of cutting a cake as everyone watches you
makes you cringe and you'd rather have donuts and ice cream, or you
love the look of potted succulents on the tables, which also means you
can splurge on your bouquet, then go for that too!
3. Compromises. I have a little story to tell you about compromises. When
my husband Mike and I were planning our wedding, we learned early on
that we were not overly sentimental for traditions. We splurged on some
details and went cheap on others. One of the splurges was a custom
made silk-satin gown, with a neckline that had no room for a necklace.
With my vision coming together nicely, as luck would have it, I had a very
sentimental mother who gifted me an heirloom pearl necklace. Her hope
was that the necklace would become a tradition, lovingly passed down
through generations. As I politely tried to explain that I had no plans to
wear a necklace with my gown, tears trickled down my mom's cheeks.
I wore the pearl necklace on my wedding day.

copyright meganclouse.com
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08 / timeline
A tale about timelines.
A few years ago, the wedding timeline started getting really behind during
the hair and makeup appointments and this greatly impacted the time
I was allotted for family portraits. There was no leeway for tardiness. In
order to get everything back on track it was up to me to hustle through
the family portraits in a fraction of the time.
As we quickly checked off the groupings, the time came for the
grandmother to pose with the bride, her granddaughter. The frail
grandmother gently took the bride’s hand into hers and began to tell the
bride how beautiful she was. It was a special, tender moment. The family
knew our time predicament and briskly told the grandmother to stop
talking and smile at the camera because we had to hurry.
That was it for me.
At that very moment, I decided that if a timeline was so tight that a
grandmother did not have 1 minute to have a sweet interaction with her
granddaughter, then something had to change!
So I’ve been making the change in my approach. In many cases my
preliminary proposal will be for 8 hours of photography, but in some cases
9 or 10 is even more ideal. I know it sounds like a lot of time, but trust me
I’ll use every bit of it, and in return your wedding will not be a hurried blur.
What tends to happen is that your planner will adjust and condense
important moments to fit into the photographer's contracted time. I’ve
seen it time over time, and this can mean barely any mingling, hugging
or even a bathroom break for my couple.
So let’s talk! I’ll happily create a sample photography timeline so you can
see how your day could flow. My sample timeline will then be great help
when your planner begins creating the master timeline.

copyright meganclouse.com
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09 / schedule snags
Your wedding day will be absolutely overflowing with joy, but there
are some common snags that can make your timeline feel frazzled.
Here are 5 steps to ensure everything stays on schedule.

1. Beauty appointments. The beginning of the day is where the timeline
can really begin to stray, so be sure your ladies arrive on time for hair and
makeup and allow some buffer time in between. And please do not try to
squeeze a last minute aunt or friend into the beauty chair. This addition
can be the death of the timeline.
2. Your pretty things. I'll love you even more if you have all of your pretty
things gathered together for photo styling moments. Items such as your
shoes, jewelry, clutch and invitation.
3. Wedding party gifts. Consider giving your wedding party gifts the night
before at the rehearsal dinner. It's common to want your attendants to
open the gifts while I'm present, however I've rarely found this allotted
time to work out well. Someone from your wedding party is either in the
bathroom, makeup chair or coordinating something last minute. The
notion of everyone gathered around and ready is rare.
4. Getting dressed. Fact. Getting ready almost always takes longer than
we think. Spanx. Cutting dress tags. Uncooperative strapless bras. Finicky
high heels. Give yourself and your ladies ample time to get dressed.
Standing around is much more pleasant than rushing frantically.
5. Out the door. The night before is a great time to get your wedding day
tote bag ready. Items such as your dancing shoes, cashmere wrap and
clutch can all be ready early. So if you have to travel to the ceremony or
reception location, all you have to do is toss in your touch-up makeup
items and your phone and you're ready to go. P.S. Have one of your
bridesmaids carry and stash the tote for you.

copyright meganclouse.com
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10 / booking
1. Saying yes! Nothing makes me smile more than to receive an email that
says, "We loved chatting with you the other day and we would love for
you to be our photographer! Please let us know the next steps."

2. Saying sorry. Can we have a chat about this? Of course nothing bums
me out more than to get a Dear John email letting me know a couple
booked another photographer, but I have great respect that they told me;
as much as it might sting.
When you send that happy email out to your photographer, please take a
moment to tell the other photographers your other decision. A kind,
sincere note is always appreciated and I'd encourage honesty. Perhaps it
came down to more amenities included, or a personality click, or the
budget had to be tightened. It's always nice to be nice.

3. Payment. It's fairly standard in the photography industry to collect a
50% retainer to lock in your wedding date and this is my policy as well.
Some vendors ask for more, some less. It's all ok. Just remember that this
retainer is almost always non-refundable.

4. Contract. A detailed contract will be sent to you for your final review.

copyright meganclouse.com
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11 / countdown
The wedding countdown has begun, and all of your details are coming
together! Here's how I'd work with you before and after the wedding.
1. Request invitation. You and your planner will have so much to think
about on the wedding day, so I generally ask my couples to mail me an
invitation one month before, so I have it with me for my styled details.
2. Collect family names. To alleviate this sometimes daunting task,
I gather all of the family member names from you and then create a
comprehensive list with the groupings. This allows me to work efficiently
and the family will know when and where to be.
3. Finalize the timeline. I'll work closely with your planner or venue
coordinator to ensure the important moments you want captured are part
of the master timeline.
4. One more check-in. If either of us has any last minute thoughts, details
or questions, this is when we chat again! Usually about one week out.
5. Ceremony run-through. If I'm able, I will attend the ceremony
run-through the day before. It's a great chance for me to meet
everyone and be extra prepared for the wedding day.
6. Day before. I usually like to drop a little text message, email or quick
call, just letting you know I'm ready and excited.
7. Day after. I'm just as excited to see your photos as you are, so I edit a
few favorites and send the next day!
8. Three weeks after. You'll have all of your beautifully edited, organized
images, so you can laugh and gush and share to your heart's content.
9. Prints / Albums. I offer high quality prints and heirloom albums or I'll
happily share some of my sources if you'd like to create your own.

copyright meganclouse.com
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12 / bonus tips
Want the inside scoop? I reached out to a handful of my favorite
Napa Valley wedding peers, asking them to share some exclusive tips,
just for you!

INVITATIONS
"Custom illustrated monograms are such a fun way to blend your
personalities as a couple! Monograms can be used on anything from
your invitations, to welcome signage, to wedding favor packaging."
Sarah Davis

/

www.sdavisprints.com

FLORALS
“I see myself as an artist, so I encourage couples to treat our interactions
as if they are commissioning a collaborative art piece. For instance,
imagine a one of a kind, large, personal statement floral piece that draws
everyone in with awe. ”
Jaclyn Nesbitt

/

www.jaclynknesbitt.com

VIDEO
“I recently archived my cousin’s 1996 VHS wedding tape onto DVD. Not
only did I get to see my immediate family back then, but I got to see my
sweet grandpa and hear his voice. I burst into tears! My grandpa died in
2011 and that video is now priceless to me. A wedding video isn’t just a
documentation of your wedding day, it’s a living link from the past to the
future. Budget for it, you'll be so glad you did."
Wendi Koble

/

www.swoonfilms.com

CATERING
"Set out some savory late night snacks like hot, gooey grilled cheese
sandwiches. Perhaps in a fun heart cut-out shape!"
Girl and the Fig Catering

/

www.figcaters.com
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WEDDING TAILOR
"Do a full dress rehearsal 2-3 days before your wedding; have everyone
try on everything they’ll be wearing, from the top of their head to the
bottom of their feet. It is much easier, and less stressful when alterations
can be done in our studio before the wedding day."
Heidi Johnson

/

www.theweddingdetailor.com

2nd SHIN-DIG
"Did you have to cut back your guest list because of your destination
wedding? Consider having a 2nd celebration back at home. Something
casual, with fun food and play your wedding slideshow on a big screen."
Tan Weddings and Events

/

www.tanweddingsandevents.com

DINNER DESIGN
"Mix-n-match tables! I recently designed a fabulous Palm Springs
wedding with a mix of square, round and farm-style dinner tables. Food
stations surrounded the lawn and the guests were invited to sit wherever
they pleased. The guests absolutely loved this format and it made for a
leisurely evening for everyone."
Rebecca Johnson

/

www.rebeccajohnsondesign.com

REHEARSAL
"Try to schedule your ceremony rehearsal near the same as time as
your actual ceremony so you can see exactly how the sunlight will be.
Bonus: ask to see if your photographer can attend your 1 hour rehearsal
run through. It's a great way for your photographer to meet everyone, to
begin putting names with faces, plus she can see how all of the ceremony
processional and recessional will flow."
Megan Clouse

/

www.meganclouse.com
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yay!
You will look back at your wedding photographs with the greatest of joy and I'm
very excited for you during this happy time in your life.
Are you excited to talk more?
If yes, then the next step is to chat! I'll answer all of your questions, even the
ones you think might be silly and we'll talk about your hopes, ideas and the fun
stuff. I'll also create a more detailed proposal, including a sample photography
timeline.
My wedding dates can book up fast, so let's set a time to talk soon!
Email me to schedule a call!
megan@meganclouse.com

Web:

www.meganclouse.com

Pinterest:

www.pinterest.com/megclouse

Instagram:

www.instagram.com/meganhollyclouse
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